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Phobya 120x120x20mm
Radiator Shroud Plexi

$8.99

Product Images

Short Description

Phobya's innovative new shroud does not only improve cooling performance, it also offers a whole array of
new design possibilities for your system!
The shroud increases the cooling performance of your fan/ radiator combination. Mounted between fan and
radiator it allows a more even distribution of the Airflow, hence using the whole cooling surface of the
radiator.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Phobya's innovative new shroud does not only improve cooling performance, it also offers a whole array of new design possibilities
for your system!

Cooling performance:
The shroud increases the cooling performance of your fan/ radiator combination. Mounted between fan and radiator it allows a
more even distribution of the Airflow, hence using the whole cooling surface of the radiator. If a fan is mounted on a radiator
directly the fan motor creates a dead-spot which leaves some of the radiator's surface unused, reducing the possible cooling
performance. Multiple shrouds may also be used on top of each other using longer mounting screws to increase cooling
performance even more.

Appearance:
The appearance of a PC grows more and more important besides the performance of the system. Phobya has also considered this
factor and has made these shrouds from Plexi. If you are using LED fans this allows an interesting and unique effect which will
make your system even more of an eyecatcher. Should the luminance from the fan not suffice it is also possible to insert 5mm
LEDs in the side of the shroud, bringing the before optically dead space between fan and radiator to life!

Specifications

Specifications:
Material: Plexi
Colour: Transparent
Designed for: 120mm fans
Hole size: 5mm
Dimensions (LxWxH): 120 x 120 x 20mm
Weight: 60g
LED holes: 8x5mm

Contents:
1x Phobya 120x120x20mm shroud Plexi
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Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-38112

Weight 0.4000

Color Clear

Radiator Size 120 (1 x 120mm)

Radiator Accessory Type Shroud

Material Acrylic

Vendor SKU/EAN 4049469057893


